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POETRY

It will tell you all you need to know
About yourself. Study the junk
There, close the~heavy lid, then go:
Say fair weather time is the very best
Time, spindling the early spring,
, Loitering in autumn, bringing rest
To watches, giving wing to wing
Before snow whitewash l>ud and nest,
And a measure of song for the goldfinch to sing~
But do not answer the night the stars
Broadcast the catchy, fool-proof quiz
Which puzzled Juras.sic megalos,!urs:
Look away far through the foam and fizz,
Then tote this life in hermetic green jars
To the mouldy cellar~which history~is. ' .
WARREN

WIRTZ

to

SYLLOGISM IN SEA MINOR
I met two men in a bmlt one day;the first was old-the other, gray;
the old one was weaving a willowy tree
with -light of the white of the skieswith silver of sea-gull's eyes;
he looked about and looked at me .
and said the limbs were the days ahead
and the willow the cover to cover the dead.
The other was sad, silent and glum
of a sadness that seals a millennium
unworthy the effort when it involved
the sum in a sum that had to be solved;
and his eyes divided the width of the sea
with a part of us all: with a part of the three,
as he measured the black in the black
from the other to me and back.
LILLIAN
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